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END USER LICENCE AGREEMENT
by purchasing the Builders Kit you agree to the EULA terms below:

SCULPT MAPS                                                                      

you can use the sculpt maps to create your own 
prims by using Sculpty Rezzer, which can be used 
within the builds you sell in Second Life  or  at theⓇ  
Second Life Marketplace™.

you must not sell or give away the original or 
modified sculpt maps to any thrird person in or 
outside Second Life . Ⓡ

Sculpt Maps are protected by an Alpha Channel.

SCULPTED PRIMS / SCULPTY REZZER                

you can use the the pre-created Examples, which are 
no transfer,  as an aditional help to recreate the 
textures alignments, the proportion and the position 
of each sculpted prim.

The easy way is to use Sculpty Rezzer to re-create the 
Model with you as the creator.

you must not sell the Model as is. You can only sell 
the model within your own creation, with limited 
permissions. 
you must not sell the model as Freebie or with full 
permissions or  copy and transfer permissions.

SOUNDS                                                                          
             
you can use the sound files in the builds you sell in 
Second Life  or  at the Second Life Marketplace™,Ⓡ  
with limited permissions.

you must not sell or give away the original or 
modified sound files to any thrird person in or 
outside Second Life . Ⓡ

 

SHADOW MAPS                                                                

you can download the shadow maps to your 
Computer to modify them  for  the builds you 
sell in Second Life  or  at theⓇ

Second Life Marketplace™.

you must not sell or give away the original or 
modified shadow maps to any thrird person in or 
outside Second Life . Ⓡ

TEXTURES                                                                       

you can download the textures  to your Computer to 
modify them  for  the builds you sell in 
Second Life  or  at the Second Life Marketplace™.Ⓡ

you must not sell or give away the original or 
modified textures to any thrird person in or outside 
Second Life . Ⓡ

SCRIPTS                                                                           

you can use the scripts in the builds you sell in 
Second Life  or  at the Second Life Marketplace™.Ⓡ

with limited permissions.

you must not distribute the scripts with modify 
permissions or the content of the script to any third 
person in our outside Second LifeⓇ
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END USER LICENCE AGREEMENT
by purchasing the Builders Kit you agree to the EULA terms below:

FREEBIE BUILDERS KITS                                           

you can use the content to create your own prims, 
which can be used within the builds you sell in 
Second Life  or  at the Second Life Marketplace™.Ⓡ

you must not sell or give away  the original or 
modified content to any thrird person in or outside 
Second Life .Ⓡ

OTHER GRIDS                                                                

All Builders Kits by SculptyliciouZ™, which were 
purchased in Second Life  or Second LifeⓇ  
Marketplace™ are only allowed in the official Second 
Life  main grid! (Agni & Aditi) and must not beⓇ  
shared or uploaded in other grids.

MESH BUILDERS KITS                                                

you can use mesh prims within the builds you sell in 
Second Life  or  at the Second Life Marketplace™,Ⓡ  
with limited permissions only.

you must not sell or give away the original or 
modified mesh to any thrird person as freebie or 
with fullpermission or with copy and transfer 
permission in Second Life  or  at the Second LifeⓇ  
Marketplace™.

BE UP TO DATE  WITH NEW PRODUCTS            

SCULPTYLICIOUZ on Facebook

SCULPTYLICIOUZ BLOG

SCULPTYLICIOUZ DISCOUNT GROUP

RIGGED MESH BUILDERS KITS                              

you can sell rigged mesh models in Second Life  orⓇ  
at the Second Life Marketplace™, when you have 
modified the Shadow Maps or the prefabricated 
Textures for the mesh model, with limited 
permissions only.

you must not sell or give away the original or 
modified mesh to any thrird person as freebie or 
with fullpermission or with copy and transfer 
permission in Second Life  or  at the Second LifeⓇ  
Marketplace™.

3D OBJ / DAE SOURCE FILES                                  

when download support is enabled it will be shown  
on product boxes and in the describtion.

you can download the files to your computer and 
modify them in any manner.

you can upload the mesh model as dae file or if 
possible as sculpt maps to Second Life  and useⓇ  
them in your builds or products with limited 
permissions.

you must not share these files or sculpt maps created 
from the files with anyone in or outside Second 
LifeⓇ

you must not distribute the prims created using the 
files with fullpermission or copy and transfer.

You must not upload or use the files or sculpt maps 
in  any other grid than the official Second Life  GridⓇ

MISUSE                                                                            
Misuse of the end user licence agreement will be reported! 

Everybody who has purchased  a builders kit by 

SculptyliciouZ is listed to  our sales database.
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http://world.secondlife.com/group/262d246e-4a57-b34b-ede1-49d76fd748ab
http://sculptyliciouz.blogspot.com/
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=265343937694&v=wall&ref=ts

